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(b)Drawadiagramillustratingthegeneralsituation.Introduce
notationandlabelthediagramwithyoursymbols.

(c) Write an expression for the volume'

(d) Use the given information to write an equation that relates

the variables.
(e) Use part (d) to write the volume as a function of one

variable.
(f) Finish solving the problem and compare the answer with

Your estimate in Part (a)'

9. A farmer wants to fence an areaof 1'5 million square feet in a

rectangularf ieldandthendivideit inhalfwithafenceparal lel
to one of the sides of the rectangle' How can he do this so as to

minimize the cost of the fence?

10. A box with a square base and open top must have a volume of
- -32.000.m, .F indthedimensionsof theboxthatmin imizethe

amount of material used'

I l. If 1200 crrf of material is available to make a box with a

square base and an open top' find the largest possible volume

of the box.

12. A rectangular storage container with an open top is to have a

vo lumeof l0m3.T"he lengthof i tsbaseis twicethewidth .
Material for the base costs $10 per square meter' Material for

the sides costs $6 per square meter' Find the cost of materials

for the cheaPest such container'

13. Do Exercise 12 assuming the container has a lid that is made

from the same material as the sides'

14. (a) Show that of all the rectangles with a given area' the one

with smallest perimeter is a square'

(b) Show that of utt ttt" rectangles with a given perimeter' the

one with greatest area is a square'

15. Find the point on the line y : 4x * '7 thatis closest to the

origin.

16. Find the point on the line 6x * y :9 that is closest to the

poin t  ( -3 ,  1) '

17. Find the points on the ellipse 4x2 + y2 : 4 that are farthest

awaY from the Point (1,0)'

ffi f g. Find, correct to two decimal places' the coordinates of the

point on the curve y : tanl that is closest to the point (1' 1)'

I g. Find the dimensions of the rectangle of largest area that can be

inscribed in a circle of radius r'

20. Find the area of the largest rectangle that can be inscribed in

the elliPse x'la' * Yzf b2 : l'

ll. Find the dimensions of the rectangre of rargest areathat can be

inscribedinanequilateraltr iangleofsideLifonesideofthe
rectangle lies on the base of the triangle'

22. Find the dimensions of the rectangre of largest area that has its

baseonthex-axisanditsothertwovert icesabovethex-axis
and lYing on the Parabola ! 

: 8 - x2'

24. Find the area of the largest rectangle that can be inscribed
- 

right triangle with legslf lengths 3 cm and 4 cm if two si

23. Find the dimensions of the isosceles triangle of largest

can be inscribed in a circle of radius r'

the rectangle lie along the legs'

cylinder.

admitted.

I

25. A right circular cylinder is inscribed in a sphere of radius

Find the largest possible volume of such a cylinder'

26. A right circular cylinder is inscribed in a cone with he

and base radius ,. pina the largest possible volume of

21. Aright circular cylinder is inscribed in a sphere of radius

Find the largest possible surface area of such a cylinder'

29.The top and bottom margins of a poster are each 6 cm

side margins are each 4 cm' If the area of printed matt

the poste-r is fixed at384 cm2, find the dimensions of the

with the smallest area.

A poster is to have at areaof 180 inz with l-inch ml

the bottom and sides and a2-inch margin at the top'

dimensions will give the largest printed area?

A piece of wire 10 m long is cut into two pieces' One

is bent into a square and the other is bent into an equi

t lungt". How slhould the wire be cut so that the total

enclosed is (a) a maximum? (b) A minimum?

Answer Exercise 31 if one piece is bent into a square

other into a circle'

A cylindrical can without a top is made to contain Vcn

liquid. Find the dimensions that will minimize the cost

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

metal to make the can'

A fence 8 ft tall runs parallel to a tall building at a

4 ft from the building. What is the length of the sh

that will reach from ihe ground over the fence to the

building?

35.A cone-shaped drinking cup is made from a circular pi

paper of radius R by cutting out a sector 
"*'"tlti:,|'ci 

andcB. Find the maximum capacity of such a cup,


